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Print length : 416 pages

Tom Gates: Everything Amazing Sort Of is the perfect book for kids who
love to laugh, draw, and be themselves. Tom is a relatable and hilarious
character who will have readers laughing out loud with his antics. He is a
master of doodles, pranks, and creative storytelling.

What's Inside Tom Gates: Everything Amazing Sort Of?

This book is full of Tom's trademark humor and creativity. Readers will
enjoy reading about his adventures at school, at home, and with his friends.
Tom is always getting into trouble, but he always manages to find a way to
make things better.

In this book, Tom is facing some big challenges. He is trying to win the
school talent show, he is dealing with a bully, and he is trying to figure out
how to impress his crush. But through it all, Tom never loses his sense of
humor or his love of life.

Why Kids Will Love Tom Gates: Everything Amazing Sort Of

There are many reasons why kids will love Tom Gates: Everything Amazing
Sort Of. Here are just a few:

Tom is a relatable character who kids can connect with.
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The book is full of humor and laughter.

The book encourages creativity and imagination.

The book teaches kids about the importance of being yourself.

Free Download Your Copy of Tom Gates: Everything Amazing Sort Of
Today

Tom Gates: Everything Amazing Sort Of is a must-have book for any child
who loves to laugh, draw, or be creative. Free Download your copy today
and let the hilarity begin!

Free Download now

About the Author

Liz Pichon is the author and illustrator of the Tom Gates series. She has
written and illustrated over 20 books for children. Her books have been
translated into over 30 languages and have sold over 8 million copies
worldwide.

Liz Pichon lives in Brighton, England, with her husband and two children.
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